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Details of  Program  
 

Progress of  Program  The problem Situation Remedy Introduce  Need help 

 
A D M INIST R A T I O N  C O D E   
C L-A01= Childlife administration 
Mr.Kru Ngaow- Gunjohn Jeamram 

Ms.Puu ! Suvaree Pattankitanan 

Mr.Pui ! Makkavan Paetprasat 

Ms.Daow ! Tanyares Paetprasat 

Ms.Pang ! Walinee Taomuangjai 
  

 
 

The administration is quite good. 

It has a little bit communication 

problems with the other 

organization. It is not so good 

because of lacking of enough 

communication.  Childlife starts 

registration process for a 

Foundation. The name of this is: 

Childlife and Community 
Development Foundation 
(C C D F) .  We hope to finish this 

process by the end of this year. 

Now, we have 2 volunteers, from 

I2I, they"re from Luxemburg and 

will work for 1 month in Childlife.     

This month, Ms. Pang leaves 

from BNN so #$%&'(")%*+,$%

person working office. 

  

  

 

 

Chillife should have long 

term foreigner volunteer 

for 1-2 years  

 

We are looking for new 

staff for working in office. 

1 Volunteer for long 

term to help in 

communication with 

funder in abroad. 

 
C L-A02 =Childlife Fundraising  
M r .Songkran Pataiso 
 
  
 

Now we have got support around 

50 % of all budget from 

Kindernothilfe foundation 

Germany.  School for Life 

Foundation in Chiang Mai helps 

coordinator for the process of 

transferring fund and takes care of 

the process. We must find out 50 

% of the budget by ourselves. 

We lost one staff who worked 

for website. Her name is 

Saranya Chompusomsa (May) 

She had to go back to BKK for 

working with her family  so 

Thai version website is not up to 

date any more  

 

* This month, we have a big sad 

because Mr. Songkran who have 

worked with us for more than 2 

years will quit in the end of 

October, 2009. We may have 

some problem about contact 

with partner organizations and 

communication. 

Website in Thai version is 

important. We need one 

person who will be 

responsible for updating 

website. Now we are 

trying to make a news 

letter to send out and 

update information. 

* Kru Ngaow has to be in 

charge for communication 

but he has many works in 

hand. And we are looking 

for some staff to work in 

finance section too. 

We need support for 

this person or we can 

hire regularly for the 

webmaster who can 

update website all the 

time. 
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  ST R A T E G I C PPR O G R A M C O D E 

F-010= F irst House 
 F011 / Administration 

 Ms.Puu  Suvaree Pattanakitanan 

Ms.Pang  Walinee Taomuangjai 
 

 F012 / Therapeutic Activities 

  

 

Now we use it as emergency 

house for some case and use it for 

development of behaviors and 

treatments of children and as the 

office.  The children from shelter 

go to learn the computer, now we 

have 2 kids staying in first house. 

 

Usually the first house doe-(")%

have money for activities and 

this month Ms. Pang leaves so 

there are not enough staff who 

can set an activity. 

The first house should 

have a case worker to 

follow up the street 

children.  We are looking 

for staff  but however we  

have  a good relationship 

with other organizations 

who work  in field and 

refer case to  CL. 

We might change Mr. 

Dol (Social worker) to 

follow up the street kids 

and set the activities for 

kids. 

H-020= Emergency budget and 
Hospital 
 H021 / Administration 

 Songkran 

Yoot ! Yongyoot Sae Pai 

 

 H022 / Emergency budget  

   H022.1 / medical & equipment 

   H023.2 / Spare budget for hospital    

Last month, Childlife has a lot of 

problems as many kids get sick 

and have to go to hospital. 

Mr.Yoot is running the first aids 

room and there is one older kid as 

his assistant. 

.*/0&0/1$%&'$-(")%*+,$%23&get 

for this project, and we have 

problem with the Maesai 

hospital. 

We need one person who 

works like a nurse and 

can give an injection now 

there is a nurse who will 

come and work with us as 

part time. 

We decide to send 

Mr.Yoot to learn in  

Assistant of Nurse 

course for 6 months and 

then come back to help 

in Childlife and after that 

we would  like to send 

our older kids who are 

interested to learn in 

nursing college. 

S-030=Shelter  
S031 / Administration 

Mr.Ngaow Gunjohn Jeamram 

Ms.Jeab - Boonta K anyaphan 
Mr.Dol - Nopadol Somtana 

Mr.Meeh- Vanchaleam Petcharak 

Ms Jane-.Jenjira laeshergu 

Mr.Tee ! Montree Deejong 

Mr.Suchat a Driver 

 

 

S032 / Domestic Administration  

   S032.1 / Food  

   S032.2 / Hygiene and Health  

   S032.3 / Maintenance 

  

 S033 / Child development  

   S033.1 / Discipline domestic 

Shelter is running in full-steam, 

there are 125 kids and a good team 

working here. Most of staff has a 

good heart for the kids in shelter. 

There are many new buildings 

supported by Amicus Foundation 

Thailand and they also bought the 

land in name of Amicus 

foundation for Childlife.  This 

program has many sup-projects 

43((/(5%+-%.*/0&"-%6'3(6/0, handy 

craft and agriculture (rice field and 

faith garden). This month there are 

a lot of activities such as a weekly 

cooking, a monthly meeting by 

6*/0&"-%6'3(6/0, a sport, a music 

therapy and a chicken farm by the 

group of 15-17 years old children. 

This month we will lose the 

project coordinator, Ms. Jeab 

Boonta. She will leave Childlife 

at the same time with 

Mr.Songkran. 7'%#$%&'(")%*+,$%

enough staff who works with the 

kids.   

Shelter is mixed between 

the kids who changed 

behavior to normal 

condition and used to 

discipline already and the 

specific case from street 

children. Now it is a little 

bit difficulty for 

management because they 

have different background 

so if it can be possible to 

separate area for a 

specific case because, it 

will be very good because 

they have more freedom 

and are slow for 

development.           

CL would like to have 

activities to support for a 

specific case to motivate 

them such as tour study, 

or supporting their  idea,  

what they want to do and 

what they are interested 

in. 

 

CL would like to have a 

support for a food  

because  we get 

supported from 

Kindernothilfe 

foundation  around 50%  

for shelter program and 

20% we can provide 

with rice by our own  so 
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      S033.11/ Leader boy Dom 

      S033.12/ Leader girl Dom 

  

S034 / Self Sustaining  

   S034.1/ Handy Crafts  

   S034.2/ Agriculture  
 
 

There are many seminars that staff 

joined such as   

- 7 Aug,09,  training law for 

youth from the institute peruses /  

- 11-12 Aug,09, leader kids 

joined seminar on the topic of 

human rights on the labor and 

migrants by Map foundation /  

- 13Aug,  staff training for 

network of NGOs  working in the 

topic of human trafficking 

- 15-16 Aug, a mother day 

we invited parent of kids to come 

and join activities /  

- 22-23Aug,a leader camp of 

6*/0&"-%6'3(6/0%and September 

there are not many activities  

This month we are lucky that we 

have 3 Thai volunteers.       

  

we need supports around 

30% for this program.    

    

D-040 = Drop in Myanmar 
  D041 / Administration 

  Mr.Nigh Tun  Myanmar staff  

  Mr.Loche Volunteer from Myanmar 

  

  D042 / Necessaries 

     D042.1 / Eat necessaries 

     D042.2 / Hygiene health  

 

 

We are learning how to run this 

project in Myanmar and now we 

are sending 5 kids for intern with 

other organization in Myanmar. 

Now we have set up the 

coordinator already for this 

project. His name is Mr.Nigh Tun, 

staff from Myanmar. He will find 

out how to set up Drop in, and Mr. 

Arja, the older kids that we can 

develop him to work as staff to 

help to set up Drop in center 

Myanmar. 

The program in Myanmar is 

difficult for us to run because 

the government of Myanmar is 

very strict.  We ever ran some 

project in Myanmar but it was 

not successful and we had not 

good experience and we also 

have no budget for project in 

Myanmar.     

From the past, we ran the 

project in Myanmar by 

inviting the local 

organization in Myanmar 

to work with us but we 

can not manage the 

project to achieve the 

objectives. Now we set 

the Back to Home Land 

project. In this project CL 

provides the lesson for the 

older kids to learn how to 

be a social worker.  This 

group is kids who like to 

cross the area and help to 

be a team for prevention 

and give a basic education 

for the children in 

community. 

Because most of the 

victims are from 

Myanmar and we are 

foreigner and work 

difficultly in Myanmar 

side and 6+(")%#'48%so 

much in Myanmar so the 

best  way is that  we 

should prepare the local 

people to  go back to 

home land / so we need 

support the back to home 

land project. 
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P-050 = Prevention & Protection & 
Research  
   P051 / Administration 

Mr.Gunjohn Jeamram  

 

   P052 / Research ( Situation of street 

children& human trafficking ) 

   

 P053 / Follow up for Citizenship  

 

 

5 years ago, CL run this program 

for protection of the street children 

around the border.  Most of them 

are from Myanmar. We helped a 

lot of kids before falling to be 

victim of human trafficking and to 

prevent the emigrant. We also set 

up the intervention team and have 

the net work around the border, 

NCWSA (Network for Children 

and Woman under Same sky 

Association).  This month we have 

set many sup projects such as 

research of the network in 

Myanmar and the situation of 

street children. We also follow up 

the situation and try to help 

children for getting any kind of ID 

card and nationality for the kids. 

 

    

At the bridge border of Thai 

&Myanmar in Maesai, there are 

more street kids coming more 

and more to get earned by 

begging or selling CDs and 

other thing but another side, 

Myanmar, does not have enough 

prevention program.  Most of 

them are in the most depressed 

condition of the victim of human 

trafficking in Thailand. They are 

from Myanmar and we have no 

fund for running this program 

even though we know in our 

own heart that it is important for 

many people who d'(")%

understand to know. 

** August22, 2009, we just 

helped the victims from adult 

who abused them and now we 

are taking them to stay in shelter 

and send the man to jail. 

We should do research 

and show the report of 

situation for social public, 

and invite the NGOs, GO, 

to know and understand 

the fact that how it is 

important.     

We need supports for 

this program to run a 

Prevention / protection / 

and intervention /and  

Outreach.    

E-060 = Education Program 
   E061 / Administration 

Ms.Ying-Sudaporn  Boonchu 

   

   E062 / Formal Education  

       E062.1 / Fee for school  

       E062.2 / transport to school(Toyota) 

 

   E063 / Alternative Education  

       E063.1/Vocational training life skill 

          E063.11 / Long term learning  

          E063.12 / Shot term learning   

       E063.2 / Haft day school 

       E063.2 / Life skill learning    

                     Programmed  

 

Education Program is very 

important for every body on the 

world and also the kids in CL 

should have supports if we can. 

Now Childlife has 120 kids - + 5 

to10 up and down.  CL sends 105 

kids to school and there are 15-20 

not going to school. From the past 

we have a difficulty to support the 

kids to go to school because of 

9*+/%5',$4(:$()"-%0+#;%<'#ever 

the Thai Education department 

develops the law to become better 

until now every kid can get 

opportunity to learn in Thai 

Education program.   This year 

Thai education law lets the kids 

The kids of Childlife go to many 

schools such as Sankong school, 

Phamued school, Doi Ngam 

school, None formal school. We 

have the truck that is not big 

enough to transport all kids to 

school at the same time. Driver 

has to go and come back many 

times to pick up so it loses too 

much gasoline.  The truck we 

have is too old and we have to 

send many times to be fixed in 

mechanic shop. 

And in shelter we do(")%*+,$%

electricity.  Now we use the 

generator so many times that it 

is broken. Now is rainy season it 

If we can get the new or 

bigger truck, it will be 

very good.  

To get the Electric supply 

is very expensive so we 

use electric generator and 

we got supported solar 

cell 3 year ago for two 

points, kitchen and the 

front at first aid room.      

For transporting kids to 

school, most of our kids 

go to school. CL had 

ever given kids pocket 

money to school, but 

('#%#$%&'(")%have 

money for them.  If it 

can be possible, we want 

to give them again. 
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learn freely for 15 years so all of 

our kids have to learn but some 

kids must wait for next year. 

is so difficult in the night. Kids 

6+(")%&'%*':$work.  

 

 

 

T-070 = L ife skill training for staff 
    T071 / Administration  

Mr.Pui Makkawan 

 

    T072 / Life skill workshop   

        T072.1 / Work shop Program 

        T072.2 /  Life working skills  

        T072.3 / Education supports    

For the staff that we have now, 

most of them have a good heart 

for the children and some of them 

work for Childlife very long time. 

And some time CL &'$-(") have 

money for salary but they still 

work for kids.  

During we work with the kids, 

some of them are new and never 

have experience so it is better 

that we can support them for 

development by bringing them 

to see how the other 

organization works and 

manages.   

We should support staff 

who works with kids 

because staff work 24 hr 

so they need more energy 

to recharge battery.  

We need to motivate 

staff to have more 

energy to work with 

children. October19-20, 

2009 CL has a work 

shop for: How to be a 

teacher in heart of the 

children.   

C-080 = Mana Church  
    C081 / Administration 

Mr.Gob Arkom Chompusomsa 

    C082 / Sunday Church  

 

    C083 / Evangelism 

 

    C084 / Cell Group  

 

The moral is base of life after they 

grow up and stay in society, Most 

of the kids are Christian before 

they came to Childlife and can 

change the behavior to have the 

discipline and be right people. 

Manna Church just starts but can 

be helpful a lot.     

.=>%&'(")%*+,$%$?@$4/$(6$%*'#%

to run the ministerial before and 

&'(")%*+,$%+%)$+:%1'4%

administration  

This program is the best 

way in hand  for us now 

to change behavior of the 

street children to have 

more MQ !moral quotient 

specially a specific case ,  

Support the activities of 

ministerial because this 

important for a man  

V-090 = V ision Planning 
     V091/ Farmer school  

 

      

 

 

      

 

    V092 / Vocation training school     

 (Mechanical, Electronics, Sewing 

school) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We set Farmer School project for 

long time ago but now it does(")%

work.  We have the rice field but 

no one takes a responsibility for 

running the farm. 

 

 

 

A vocational training we have 

now is Mechanic trainer and 

started to teach the older kids 

already but they have no class 

room and also they start to learn 

sewing by Gail Hart, volunteer 

from Australia. She will help to 

support a Handy craft shop. 

 

 

 

We have no person to run a 

farmer school  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have no place to keep a 

material for kids to learn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If CL can set up the 

farmer school for the kids, 

it is helpful for the kids to 

learn more experience 

before they leave CL. 

Now we still plant rice. 

 

 

A vocational training for 

kids is important after 

they leave CL.  
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    V093 / Handy Craft shop  

  

     

 

 

       

 

   V094 / Bible study school 

 

      

 

    V095 / Buying  the land close 

Baannana  

 

      

     

 

V096 / Hill trib museum  

                (Ahka , lahu , Burma , Shan ) 

 

     

     

    V097 / Rice barn  

 

     

 

 

      

   V098 / Presentation room    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are designing a shop in front 

of shelter and we hope to get 

supported from Ms.Gail Hart, 

volunteer from Australia.    

 

 

 

The bible class room started like a 

pilot project at first.  

 

 

Buying the land is the idea we 

hope to get in future. We can run 

agriculture and get more product 

to support ourselves. 

  

 

Childlife have many different hill 

tribe  minority  

 

 

 

The rice barn is important for us 

because now CL can provide rice 

by our own. Now we plant rice in 

the field enough nearly for a year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have no class room for the 

kids to learn so the project is 

unsteady. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We do(") have a rice barn for 

keep a rice seed from insect, rat 

or animal and rain. 

 

 

 

And also CL doesn")%*+,$%)*$%+%

presentation room so many time 

when we had many guests or big 

group but we  have no place to 

concentrate in the issue.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hill tribe is also a 

wonderful for kids to 

learn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children at CL they are 

different and we should 

support the culture and 

the way of their life. 
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